Thank you for a wonderful Winter Quarter 2022!

Winter Quarter 2022 highlights:

- Successfully piloted the Text Analysis and Machine Learning (TAML) group.
- Taught computational research skills to 176 participants in:
  - 9 workshops and
  - 6 TAML sessions
  - Average of almost 12 participants per session
- Supported 166 researchers through individual consultations.

Thank you from the Text Analysis and Machine Learning (TAML) Group

Heartfelt thanks to all of you who made the pilot iteration of the Text Analysis and Machine Learning (TAML) Group such a success. You can still learn some basic Python asynchronously and pique your text analysis/machine learning interests by reading the Jupyter Book: [https://eastbayev.github.io/SSDS-TAML/intro.html](https://eastbayev.github.io/SSDS-TAML/intro.html). TAML will return later in 2022, stay tuned!

Workshops

The Center for Interdisciplinary Digital Research Spring Quarter 2022 workshop schedule is live! Click this link to view and RSVP for workshops: [https://library.stanford.edu/research/cidr/workshops](https://library.stanford.edu/research/cidr/workshops)

NOTE: we will experiment with a simple hybrid workshop format this quarter with limited in-person seating in the [Velma Denning Room](https://library.stanford.edu/research/cidr/workshops) (120F Green Library).

SSDS is hiring hourly consultants (starting at $31/hour)

Are you a student with research competencies that you want to share with the Stanford community and learn new skills on the clock? Receive on the job training and mentoring by becoming an SSDS consultant. Learn more: [https://ssds.stanford.edu/join-our-team](https://ssds.stanford.edu/join-our-team).

History

Our provenance started in two services: Academic Data Service (ADS) and Statistical Software Support (SSS). ADS took requests for data from Stanford Researchers. The data were ordered, catalogued, and the data files and documentation were made available. SSS provided software consulting and workshops by doctoral students. In 1997, ADS was changed to SSDS (Social Science Data Service), and in 1999, these two services were merged to form Social Science Data and Software (SSDS). In 2021, the name was changed to Software and Services for Data Science (still SSDS).

Consulting

Are you stuck in your research project? Schedule a 1:1 consultation with our staff to help you with your poster, presentation, or publication.

- **Drop-in hours**: Mondays and Wednesdays from 1-2PM in the Velma Denning Room (120F Green Library).
- **Schedule a Zoom consultation**: [https://appointments.library.stanford.edu/appointments/ssds](https://appointments.library.stanford.edu/appointments/ssds)
- **Submit a help ticket**: [https://ssds.stanford.edu/node/add/software-consulting-request](https://ssds.stanford.edu/node/add/software-consulting-request)

Contact

Website: [https://ssds.stanford.edu/](https://ssds.stanford.edu/)
Email: [consult-ssds-software@stanford.edu](mailto:consult-ssds-software@stanford.edu)

See you in the Library!

Evan Muzzall, Head of SSDS